
Summary: Probabilistic Record Linkage and Deduplication after Indexing,

Blocking, and Filtering

1 Model

In the talk ”Probabilistic Record Linkage and Deduplication after Indexing, Blocking, and Filtering”, Jared S. Murray
described the effects of indexing, blocking, and filtering on subsequent inference of record linkage structure within the
Fellegi-Sunter framework.

Recall in Fellegi-Sunter model (1969), we assume each pair of records (a, b) is from either M = {(a, b)|a = b} or
U = {(a, b)|a 6= b}. For each pair, we observe a comparison vector γ(a, b) and make decision based on the following
quantities:

P [γab = g|(a, b) ∈M ] = πg|M ; P [γab = g|(a, b) ∈ U ] = πg|U

The talk first introduces three simple but widely used indexing methods: blocking, indexing by disjunction, and
filtering. Blocking is a special kind of indexing that partitions comparison vectors. The union of multiple blocking results
is called indexing by disjunction. Filtering drops pairs which are still unlikely to be a match after a full comparison.

There are two concerns that are brought up in the talk. One is the bias of estimates of error rates caused by applying
indexing methods. Let βab and `ab be two additional binary comparisons, indicating whether (a, b) match on some blocking
and indexing/filtering criterion respectively. Then for βab = 1, the bias is caused mostly by the shift of the likelihoods
pM |β=1 >> pM , and similar for πg|M,β and πg|U,β . Murray claims this bias can be fixed by simply assigning weights to
these quantities that can correct the bias.

Another concern is that indexing by disjunction and filtering can induce incomplete cells in the contingency table formed
by the binary comparison vectors. There are two possible solutions for this issue. One is regarding these incompleteness
as missing data and applying missing data technique. One is filling these incomplete cells with structural zeros. The later
method is recommended in the talk since the incomplete cells are not missing at random and will cause bias for inference.
However, if we think the structural zeros as sampling zeros, this can still cause bias (e.g. Manrique-Vallier and Reiter
(2014)). Therefore, Murray proposed an extension of the conditional independence assumption in F-S framework which
is quasi-independence model (Goodman, 1968; Fienberg, 1970; Bishop et al., 1975):

πg|M,β,` ∝
p∏
j=1

ψ
(j)
g(j)|M,β,`1(g ∈ Γ`) (1)

πg|U,β,` ∝
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j=1

ψ
(j)
g(j)|U,β,`1(g ∈ Γ`) (2)

The specific procedure of EM algorithm is also proposed in his paper (Murray 2016).

The filtering method and quasi-independence model are applied to RLdata10000 data set to illustrate the benefits.
The relative discrepancy in the estimate of error rates with and without filtering are plotted in Figure 1, which shows
filtering can improve the accuracy of estimating the error rates.

2 Discussion

(1) What are structural zeros?

”Structural zeros” are the records that cannot be observed due to the model’s assumptions. There is also ”sampling
zeros”, which are the records that can be observed but are not actually observed by incidence. A simple example is if we
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Figure 1: Absolute relative discrepancy in the estimate of error rates with filtering (Grean) and without filtering (Blue)

have gender and pregnancy as two features in a data set, then all the records with ”gender=male, pregnancy=true” are
considered as structural zeros.

(2) For indexing by disjunction method, since this can be regarded as the union of multiple blocking results, is it
possible to apply record linkage methods in each block and take the union of them?

There can be pairs of records in two different blocks. If one pair is matched in the first block and is unmatched in the
second, then there is a conflict when combining the results.
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